We compute the dark matter velocity dispersion tensor up to third order in perturbation theory using the Lagrangian formalism, revealing growing solutions at the third and higher orders. Our results are general and can be used for any other perturbative formalism. As an application, corrections to the matter power spectrum are calculated, and we find that some of them have the same structure as those in the effective field theory of large-scale structure, with "EFT-like" coefficients that grow quadratically with the linear growth function and are further suppressed by powers of the logarithmic linear growth factor f ; other corrections present additional k dependence. Due to the velocity dispersions, there exists a free-streaming scale that suppresses the whole 1-loop power spectrum. Furthermore, we find that as a consequence of the nonlinear evolution, the free-streaming length is shifted towards larger scales, wiping out more structure than that expected in linear theory. Therefore, we argue that the formalism developed here is better suited for a perturbation treatment of warm dark matter or neutrino clustering, where the velocity dispersion effects are well known to be important. We discuss implications related to the nature of dark matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The large-scale clustering of dark matter is well understood at the early stages of the Universe's history, when matter perturbations are small and linear theory is reliable. As the Universe evolves, matter perturbations grow by gravitational instability and the scales of interest-probed by recent and current observations-reach the onset of the nonlinear regime. Several models beyond linear theory have been developed since time ago in order to gain physical insight and proper interpretation of the outcomes of these observations and of N-body simulations; see, e.g., Refs. [1] [2] [3] . One of these methods is Perturbation Theory (PT), in which the central idea is to formally expand matter and velocity fields and to generate solutions to the field equations order by order. These fields are generally proportional to the n-ésime power of the linear fields, which grow with time. Also, matter density fluctuations have a scale dependence such that small structures become nonlinear earlier. Thus, the full expansion loses its validity when higher orders become larger and larger and PT becomes meaningless; for a review on PT see [2] . Nevertheless, it is still interesting to study the "quasilinear" regime within the framework of PT: here, the theory is reliable and the different versions, especially Standard Perturbation Theory (SPT) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (LPT) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , and several others purposed to obtain better convergence and performance [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , lead to notable improvements to the linear theory at large scales. Closer to the nonlinear scales, the situation changes drastically, and it is not clear at which order we start to neglect higher orders [9, 25] , making the theory unreliable.
The main problem of PT is that in nonlinear theory all Fourier modes are coupled and even those out of its reach can affect the large scales, which can be seen as integrations over all momenta in loop calculations. To tame this problem some schemes beyond PT have been proposed. One notable case is the effective field theory of large-scale structure (EFTofLSS), both in the Eulerian [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and Lagrangian [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] pictures. These theories are valid only at large scales, but by integrating out the ultraviolet (UV) physics, not amenable by PT, they incorporate backreaction effects upon long wavelength modes. As a result, the dark matter is provided with an effective stress tensor, leading to a nonperfect fluid description with viscosity and pressure perturbations. In the Lagrangian formalism one can physically visualize the EFT as a theory of a smoothed collection of dark matter particles with effective internal structure, sourcing the Poisson equation with a multipolar field expansion; as a result, long wavelength perturbations experience tidal forces from the UV parametrized physics. The underlying idea of EFTofLSS is simple and powerful, and it has shown improvements over the SPT and LPT, at the cost of introducing free parameters that should be estimated by comparing to observations or to N-body simulations. Other approaches, akin to EFTofLSS, consider from the very beginning effective imperfect viscous fluids, arriving at similar results [51] [52] [53] .
During the first stages of gravitational collapse, the dark matter is single streaming; therefore, a perfect fluid model is well motivated and the stress tensor can be safely neglected. Later, nonlinear collapse makes different streams to converge, leading to larger velocity dispersions, the formation of matter caustics and ultimately to shell crossing. At shell crossing LPT breaks down, and SPT probably does, too: LPT and SPT have been probed to be equivalent up to third order for the matter power spectrum [18] and the matter bispectrum [23] , and in one dimension to all orders [45] .
In this paper we propose a route to continue the development of PT by truncating the Boltzmann hierarchy at the second moment and by introducing the velocity dispersion tensor (VDT) into the field equations. Nonlinear velocity dispersions for cold dark matter (CDM) have been considered previously, but either with the use of phenomenological effective descriptions or by considering only the scalar mode, the trace, of the VDT [54] [55] [56] [57] . In contrast, in this paper we consider the full 2-rank VDT derived directly from the Boltzmann equation of collisionless, classical particles. It is expected that the convergence of the field expansion series suffers similar convergence problems as in SPT and LPT, but we show that new corrections to the matter power spectrum arise that can be important, especially in the cases of warm dark matter (WDM) and neutrinos. We compute the VDT up to third order in PT using the Lagrangian formalism, finding growing solutions starting at third order. Our results depend only on the linear matter density fields and therefore can be applied to any other perturbation scheme. The introduction of the VDT leads to 25 corrections to the Lagrangian displacement field; all of them are implicitly written, some of them are explicitly computed, and their corresponding corrections to the matter power spectrum are calculated. We find that some of these corrections have the same form as those in the 1-loop EFTofLSS, scaling as − 2 (τ )k 2 P L , with 2 depending on time as D 2 + , and further suppressed by powers of the logarithmic linear growth factor f ≡ d ln δ
(1) /d ln a. Other corrections with additional k dependence are found.
All our results depend on a small dimensionless quantity: σ 0 , the trace of the zero-order VDT evaluated today. A free-streaming scale λ fs ∼ √ σ 0 /H 0 is introduced, below which dark matter clustering is suppressed. If the dark matter is a thermal relic, σ 0 can, in principle, be related to the temperature to mass ratio at kinetic decoupling. Nevertheless, being a very small quantity, it is susceptible to non-negligible corrections from higher orders in PT, higher momenta in the Boltzmann hierarchy we are neglecting, as well as backreaction effects upon its background value [51, 57] . In this sense, σ 0 could be interpreted as a free parameter as much as those in the EFTofLSS. The linear theory of CDM velocity dispersions has been studied recently in [58] , suggesting lower bounds of about σ 0 ∼ 10 −14 for thermally produced dark matter. Nevertheless, this value seems large compared to some particle CDM theories where this value could be as small as 10 −25 [58, 59] . If the latter is the case, the formalism developed here gives negligible corrections to PT. The case of WDM is different [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] ; here, the dark matter particles are still relativistic at the freezing-out epoch, and velocity dispersions are still important at the stages of the formation of galaxies, inducing considerably large free-streaming scales. One effect is the appearance of an effective free-streaming scale with λ eff fs > λ fs . This is a consequence of the nonlinear evolution of the VDT, which does not decay simply as a −2 , but instead presents growing modes that suppress the power spectrum at somewhat larger scales than in the linear theory.
We argue that our formalism can be applied to neutrinos' clustering during their nonrelativistic stages. In this case σ 0 (usually called σ 2 ν in neutrino literature) is larger, and it is well known to play an important role suppressing the total matter clustering in both linear [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] and nonlinear [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] theories. In an appendix to this paper we estimate the free-streaming scale of neutrinos within our formalism, finding good agreement with standard estimations in the literature; see e.g. [69, 79] .
The scales considered throughout this paper are well below the Hubble horizon, while General Relativity corrections are of the order k/aH and therefore safely within Newtonian theory. Furthermore, in calculations we assume an Einstein-de Sitter (EdS) universe both for the sake of simplicity and because the main stages of structure formation take place during the matter-dominated era. Nevertheless, we keep track of the f and D + functions to obtain a better approximation beyond EdS-this procedure has been proven to give accurate results in PT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the Boltzmann hierarchy is revised; in Sec. III we write the field equations in the Lagrangian picture; in Sec. IV we outline the calculations for the VDT; in Sec. V we obtain the corrections to the Lagrangian displacement field and to the matter power spectrum; in Sec. VI we present our conclusions and future perspectives. We delegate the main calculations to appendixes.
II. BOLTZMANN EQUATION
We start by considering the dark matter as a collection of n collisionless, classical, nonrelativistic particles, each with position x n (τ ) and conjugate momentum p n (τ ). The phase-space distribution function is
or some smoothed version of it, such that f is the number of particles in the phase-space volume d 3 xd 3 p. Its evolution is dictated by the collisionless Boltzmann equation
where T {··· } indicates sum over cyclic permutations of indices, and
The evolution equations follow from taking moments of Boltzmann equation (2) and using Eqs. (4)- (9) , obtaining the continuity and Euler equations
and the VDT equation
We can generate an infinite hierarchy of equations in this way, each one coupled to its previous and posterior momenta. In this work we close the system of equations by setting the rank-3 dispersion to zero: σ ijk = 0. From Eq. (12) we can observe that for small initial perturbations the VDT decays as ∝ a −2 ; moreover, if initially the VDT vanishes then it will remain zero during the whole evolution of the above equations. In Sec. IV we shall see that as nonlinear evolution becomes important, the VDT starts to grow.
III. LAGRANGIAN DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In a Lagrangian description [10] we follow the trajectories x of dark matter particles with position q at some initial time τ i , such that
where s is the Lagrangian map. The peculiar velocity of each particle is
We define the Lagrangian displacement field Ψ i (q, τ ) through its derivative aṡ
If there were no velocity dispersions, then the Ψ(q, τ ) and s(q, τ ) fields would have the same functional dependence. The residual allows us to write σ ij as a function of Lagrangian coordinates as
The difference between the two vectors is a stochastic residual vector field
In LPT literature it is assumed that Γ i = 0, but the emergence of a nonzero value is unavoidable when velocity dispersions are included. Now, using Eqs. (11) and (12) and changing from partial to total time derivatives we get the equations of motion,Ψ
Throughout this paper the symbols ∂ and ∇ denote derivatives with respect to Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates respectively, and J i j is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation between them, such that
We also thoroughly use the relation
between the Eulerian density contrast and the Lagrangian displacement. To arrive at this result we use the mass conservation equation (1 + δ(x))d 3 x = (1 + δ(q))d 3 q, and assume a relation J =J (1 − δ(q)) between the determinants of the Jacobian matrices
As usual, we can choose the initial time τ i such that δ(q) is negligible. Thus, the condition J =J implies that the contribution of Γ i to the coordinate transformation (13) is to locally rotate the system. We further discuss the role of the stochastic residual field in Appendix D.
In LPT, the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (18) vanishes and the solution is Ψ i = Ψ (n)i [13] [14] [15] , with
where
kernels are calculated in [80, 81] , and up to order n = 3, they are written below in Eq. (36) . The first-order solution gives the Zel'dovich approximation [10] .
1 Throughout this paper we adopt the shorthand notation
IV. APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE VELOCITY DISPERSION TENSOR
The approach we follow in the perturbative analysis is to iteratively solve Eq. (19) up to third order by using the well-known solutions Ψ (1) , Ψ (2) , and Ψ (3) for the displacement field in LPT. Strictly, we should have to solve both Eqs. (18) and (19) simultaneously order by order, but we appeal to the fact that while the Lagrangian displacements are growing functions of time at all orders, the velocity dispersion tensor is not. More importantly, the VDT background solution introduces a small dimensionless constant, σ 0 , which further suppresses the rhs of Eq. (18), and therefore all the terms we are neglecting in our approach are quadratic and cubic in σ 0 , as we see below. In Sec. V, once we have the solutions to the VDT, we find some of the induced corrections to the Lagrangian displacement and to the matter power spectrum.
As it is standard in PT, we formally expand the VDT as
and we search for solutions to the equatioṅ
with an iterative procedure. The zero-order solution (with S (0)ij = 0) is, by isotropy and homogeneity of the background,
where the last two proportionalities are valid in an EdS universe. The next step is to plug this solution into the order n = 1 equation (25). Given thatΨ (1) = f HΨ ∝ HD + , the source at order n = 1 goes as H 5 D + ∝ H 3 , and solving Eq. (25) we obtain
+ . This process is iterated to subsequent orders, each getting an additional
In Appendix A all the sources S (n)ij and the solutions σ (n)ij are calculated up to order n = 3. We write here the latter in Fourier space 2 as
It is good to keep track of the f , D + and scale factors in the solutions, because they arise from different aspects: a −2 from the zero-order solution, the D + 's from each displacement field, and the f 's from the derivatives of the displacement fields. The background and first-order solutions, Eqs. (28) and (29) respectively, were found previously in [57] using SPT.
The matrices I and J are
2 Our convention of the Fourier transform is
with the kernels K (2)ij and K (3)ij given by
and
and L (3) are the standard kernels in LPT [13-15, 80, 81] :
,
In the expression for L (3) there is an additional transverse term that we omit because it is not needed at the lowest order. For calculation purposes, it is convenient to symmetrize the K ij kernels. Equations (28)- (31) are the first main results of this paper. We have found the VDT up to third order, revealing growing solutions starting at third order. To obtain the VDT we have used LPT. Nevertheless, note that the results are independent of the PT formalism because they are expressed purely in terms of the linear density contrast; they are independent in the same sense that the relations of the Lagrangian displacement field and the density contrast, written in Eq. (23), are. In the rest of the paper we explore some consequences of this result.
V. CORRECTIONS TO THE LAGRANGIAN DISPLACEMENT FIELD
In this section we find the corrections to the Lagrangian displacement field using the method of Green's functions. Since we work only with longitudinal modes, it is convenient to define, using the notation of [44] ,
By taking the divergence with respect to the Lagrangian coordinates to Eq. (18), we get the equation of motion for θ,
where the standard nonlinear source in LPT is
2 Ω m H 2 θ, and the sources of the "new" terms are Q = Q (n) with
where the orders are constrained by n = p + q + r + s. Noting that r + s ≥ 1, we get that at order n = 3 there are 16 different terms in the sum; at n = 2, 7 terms; and at n = 1, 2 terms. The time dependence of
The solutions to Eq. (39) can be formally written as
where θ (i) are the standard solutions in LPT and
To find the θ Q 
By considering only the fastest growing solution, it follows that
Using Eqs. (42) and (46) we obtain
That is, the corrections have the same time dependence as the LPT original solutions times additional f factors-the exceptions are terms with s = 0 in their sources, which do not suffer f suppression.
In Appendix B we find the spectrum (B22) (this is the only contribution affected by the third-order VDT), which we rewrite here as
where the functionR (0003) (r) is defined in Eq. (B23) and plotted in Fig. 2 . Here, σ 2 L is the total linear matter density fluctuations variance,
This integral is UV divergent for P L ∝ k n with n ≥ −3. This is the case for the usual linear matter power spectra, where n ≈ −2.1 at small scales. Nevertheless, the power spectrum is expected to have a cutoff at high k due to dark matter velocity dispersion (see, e.g., Ref. [58] ), making the integral convergent. The effect is analogous to the free-streaming cutoff into the neutrino linear power spectrum.
Therefore, we have found one of several modifications to the linear PS:
where the time dependence is
In EFTofLSS the modifications are quite similar: the EFT coefficients are negative and proportional to k 2 P L (k, τ ). Moreover, the time dependence is very similar. For example, by using scaling arguments on self-similar solutions in Ref. [39] (see also Sec. 3.2 of Ref. [48] ), a D 2 + time dependence is expected for P L ∝ k −2 . The same conclusion is obtained in [44] by renormalization arguments. Also, there are claims that 2 EF T should scale as its dimensions do, as [ length ] 2 . Additionally, we have found a correction, A(k, τ ), that has a further k dependence. All the corrections can be computed as outlined above, and all of them have the same time dependence (modulo the f factor) -with the exception of the terms arising from the spectrum θ (1) (40) and (46) we obtain the linear correction 2 )PL(k) + P 1-loop (k) (solid red), the linear power spectrum PL(k) (dotted blue line), the linear correction given by Eq. (C1) (dashed green line), the 1-loop power spectrum (dot-dashed yellow line), and |A(k)|k 2 PL(k) (dashed black line). The vertical line shows the free-streaming scale. We note the appearance of an effective free-streaming scale at a larger scale to that given by the linear theory. See text for details.
Accordingly, the linear displacement field is modified as
where we used θ Q1 = ik i Ψ 
where the function C (13) (k) is defined in terms of the spectra of the displacement field in Matsubara's resummation scheme [18] [in general, the polyspectra are defined in Eq. (B4)]. Similarly, we can pair θ (2) (k, τ ) with the second-order terms that contain the L (2) LPT kernel, obtaining
where the rhs includes only the L (2) piece of the second-order VDT in Q (0002) and the second-order Lagrangian displacement field in Q (0020) . From Eqs. (52) and (B4) we calculate the corrections to the bispectrum of the displacement field,
(here we are following the definition of barred orders given in Appendix B). Therefore we expect a suppression of the whole 1-loop power spectrum by the free-streaming scale k fs , defined in Eq. (C2) of Appendix C. Corrections such as those given by Eqs. (54), (55) and (56) may not considerably affect the power spectrum (50), or they are at least subdominant. This is because they are not enhanced by the matter linear fluctuations variance (50) . To show this, we consider an example with σ 0 = 10 −10 , corresponding to a free-streaming scale k fs = 30.5 h/Mpc and 2 v.d. = 0.2 at redshift z = 0 (this could be, for example, the case of WDM gravitinos with small masses ∼ 1 keV [63, 82] ). We compute the corrections in Eq. (50) by replacing the linear power spectrum by its correction given in Eq. (C1); we checked that this gives almost identical numerical results as cutting off the integrals at the free-streaming scale. The linear power spectrum is obtained from the code CAMB [83] using the Planck 2015 best-fit cosmological parameters [84] . The results are shown in Fig. 1 : the solid red line corresponds to ( 
2 )P L (k) + P 1-loop , the dotted blue line corresponds to the linear power spectrum P L (k), the dashed green line is the linear power spectrum corrected by Eq. (50), the dot-dashed yellow line is the 1-loop power spectrum, and the dashed black line is |A(k)|k 2 P L (k). The vertical dashed line shows the free-streaming scale as given by Eq. (C2). We note that the leading correction is given by the (54), (55) and (56) . They are suppressed only by the free-streaming scale, and their corrections to the power spectrum will be subdominant-hence we only plot the 1-loop without its cutoff. We note again from Fig. 1 that the free-streaming scale is corrected to an effective one at a larger scale; physically this is a consequence of the nonlinear evolution of the VDT, which is growing at third order and, hence, wiping out more structure. Nevertheless, to study this effect in full quantitative detail we have to compute all the corrections to the power spectrum in Eq. (B3). We leave such analysis to future investigations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have continued the development of PT by calculating the contributions of the VDT which sources Euler's equation. Our perturbative approach considers that the standard LPT solutions for the Lagrangian displacement Ψ (1) , Ψ (2) and Ψ (3) are not affected in a first approximation, and we plug them into the VDT equation to solve it iteratively order by order. After calculating the VDT up to the third order we use them as sources of the Lagrangian displacement field equation and obtain the corrections to the LPT solutions. We argue that this approach leads to a good approximation for two reasons: first, while the matter Lagrangian displacement field grows with time at all orders, the VDT does not; second, the VDT is suppressed by a small dimensionless constant σ 0 , introduced since the background solution, and therefore all the corrections we are neglecting are quadratic or cubic in σ 0 .
We find that the VDT has growing solutions beginning at the third order. The solutions have the form of convolutions of the linear matter density fields, and their time dependence scales as D 2−n + at order n with D + the linear growth function; they are further suppressed by powers of the logarithmic linear growth factor f . Although calculated in LPT, the solutions can be used as input for any other perturbative scheme. Moreover, the generality of the VDT solutions allows us to use them for studying neutrinos clustering in their nonrelativistic evolution, where the effects of the velocity dispersion are even more important, broadening the domain of applicability of our formalism.
The VDT corrects the displacement field with 25 "new" terms, all of them implicitly written in this work. 16 are third order, 7 second order, and 2 first order. We explicitly calculate a few of them and find the induced corrections to the power spectrum. The results of these corrections are quite similar to those in the 1-loop EFTofLSS, with the correct k 2 dependence, and grow as the EFT coefficients do. We also find that other corrections provide additional k dependence. Furthermore, the whole 1-loop power spectrum in LPT (or SPT), without the VDT, is suppressed by a free-streaming scale when the velocity dispersions are considered. To find all the corrections to the power spectrum, it is necessary to calculate the 25 sources, integrate them against the Green's function and take the correlations among all of them. We delegate the detailed calculations of all corrections to a future work.
The leading corrections to the matter power spectrum are multiplied by the small constant σ 0 but also by the matter density linear fluctuations variance σ 2 L . The latter is divergent if velocity dispersions are not considered, but the linear power spectrum has a cutoff at high k when they are present. One of the consequences of these terms is a shift of the free-streaming scale, suppressing the formation of structure at larger scales, as we have seen in this paper for WDM with velocity dispersion σ 0 = 10 −10 , although a precise estimation of this nonlinear effect requires the full power spectrum in the presence of velocity dispersions.
Regarding the case of cold dark matter, if we assume it is a thermal relic, before kinetic decoupling its temperature decays like that of baryons in the early Universe, that is, as ∝ a −1 , and after that it decays as ∝ a −2 ; moreover, the value of σ 0 can be connected to the temperature to mass ratio of dark matter particles at kinetic decoupling. Therefore, an estimation of σ 0 would provide extremely useful information about the fundamental nature of dark matter and its interactions with the standard model of particles in the early Universe. This seems a formidable task-if not impossible-if the dark matter is cold and therefore σ 0 very small such that baryon nongravitational effects would mask its influence.
One alternative is that of WDM, in which considerably lighter particles can suppress the halo formation just below the scales of dwarf galaxies [64] . Other dark matter candidates that could provide a large free-streaming scale are, for example, WDM-CDM mixtures [85, 86] and scalar field Bose-Einstein condensates [87] [88] [89] .
Nowadays there exists a vivid discussion regarding several aspects of WDM N-body simulations; see, for example, Refs. [90, 91] and reference therein. One of these concerns is about initial conditions, which are usually given by the linear (cuttedoff) power spectrum, bulk velocities given by 2LPT [92] , and zero (or underestimated) velocity dispersions; the latter because they are smaller than bulk Zel'dovich flows. Recently, it was argued in [91] that this approach is incorrect, and if velocity dispersions are considered appropriately in the initial conditions, the structure formation qualitatively changes and an interplay between a standard hierarchical top-down model at large scales and a bottom-up model at small scales is observed. We further argue that our predicted effects cannot be fully observed in simulations with vanishing (or underestimated) initial velocity dispersions. Although, we note that nonlinear features, especially those generated after shell crossing, cannot be captured by our formalism but can be observed in simulations.
The case of neutrinos is special because their linear velocity dispersion is considerably larger, σ ν,i0 ∼ 10 −7 eV 2 /m 2 ν,i , and an accurate measurement of it, represents one of the most promising methods to infer the neutrinos' absolute masses [66, 93] , in contrast to their squared mass differences obtained from solar and atmospheric oscillation experiments.
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Appendix A: CALCULATION OF THE SOURCES AND SOLUTION OF THE VELOCITY DISPERSION TENSOR
In this appendix we perturbatively solve for the VDT, σ ij . From Eq. (25) we write the source of the VDT equation at order n as
Here, the orders p, q and r are related through n = p + q + r. Since the order ofΨ is at least r = 1, the order of σ ij should be at most p = n − 1. J is the Jacobian matrix of the coordinate transformation x = x(q), given in Eq. (21) . Expanding the sources up to the first three orders we get
where S (n)ij Γ are the sources due to the Γ stochastic terms ( [ s.t ] )-not explicitly written here, but they arise from the change from Eulerian to Lagrangian derivatives. We will not consider these terms in this appendix; we delegate this discussion to Appendix D, where we show that their inclusion leads to subdominant corrections.
To
where C is the time-independent factor of the source and c I is an integration constant that we drop since this leads to the solution of the background equation. For the derivatives of the Lagrangian displacement field we extensively use the relatioṅ
which follows from Eq. (23) . From the two previous equations and the discussion after Eq. (26), we infer an structure of sources and solutions of the form
The schematically depicted convolutions arise from changing to Fourier space, and they will be clarified below. We can also note that the sources at order n are proportional to a polynomial of f of degree n. Each f appears when taking the derivative of the displacement field, by repeated use of Eq. (A6).
Zero order
In this case the source of the VDT equation vanishes. Considering the isotropy and homogeneity of the background expansion, the solution to Eq. (19) is
where the last equality is valid in an EdS universe.
First order
From Eqs. (A2) and (A11), the source in Fourier space is given by
We integrate the VDT equation by using Eq. (A5) to obtain
Second order
First, we calculate all the sources in Fourier space. Using Eq. (A3) they are
with the I ij I matrices
By noting the symmetries of the sources, we sum the three contributions to obtain
with
and the kernel K (2)ij is
Now we integrate the VDT equation using the result in Eq. (A5) to obtain the second-order VDT:
with its only time dependence given by the logarithmic growth factor f .
Third order
Using Eq. (A4) we compute the sources at third order. These are given by
with the J ij I matrices
By noting that we can split J C into different contributions as
we sum all contributions to obtain
And the VDT solution to third order is
which is the first order that present a growing mode.
Appendix B: CORRECTIONS TO THE MATTER POWER SPECTRUM
We first give a brief review of the calculation of the matter power spectrum in LPT; we refer the reader to Refs. [16, 18, 21, 25] for details. In LPT the matter power spectrum is written in terms of the Lagrangian displacement field as [16] 
, and q = q 2 − q 1 . We rewrite Eq. (B1) using the cumulant expansion theorem and considering up to third-order displacement fields,
The way we expand the exponential in Eq. (B2) leads to different resummation schemes. In CLPT [21] , for example, the terms that have zero limits as q → ∞ are expanded; such a procedure keeps the cumulants ∆ i ∆ j c in the exponential and expands the rest.
We note that the products ∆ i ∆ j have contributions at the same point, or zero lag, and contributions at a separation q. In iPT [18] , the zero-lag contributions are kept in the exponential, arriving at
where the polyspectra C
The exponential prefactor in Eq. (B3) is responsible for the smearing of the BAO features. Note also that fourth-order terms, such as C (13) ij (p), have been neglected in the exponential; if these are considered, the corrections are somewhat large, resulting in an over-suppression of the BAO peak [25] . If we further expand the exponential in Eq. (B3) we obtain the 1-loop SPT matter power spectrum [18] .
We work mainly with the divergence of the displacement field (38) , which implies Ψ i = −ik i θ/k 2 . From the polyspectra we can write the cumulants for θ as
The symbol · · · means that we are omitting a factor (2π) 3 δ D (k + k ) on the two-point cumulant · · · c . The linear matter power spectrum is simply given by P L (k) = θ (1) (k)θ (1) (k ) . In our approach, the θ functions are modified to
where θ Q (n) = p+q+r+s=n θ (pqrs) . Thus, the two-point cumulants are corrected as
where products of the corrections are neglected because they introduce quadratic terms in the velocity dispersion σ 0 . The matter power spectrum, including the effects of the VDT, is obtained from Eq. (B3) by the substitution of unbarred orders for barred orders, e.g., C (31) → C (31) . We further expand the exponential in Eq. (B3) to present results below and in Sec. V. As an application we calculate one of the corrections to the power spectrum. By using the techniques of this appendix all other contributions can be calculated.
To do this, it is useful to consider the following identities: given two vectors k and p and the introduction of the quantities
we have
We are interested in obtaining the corrections that involve the third-order VDT. The only source of the Lagrangian displacement equation that contains it is Q (0003) . From Eqs. (31) and (40) we have
Integrating against the Green function (46) we obtain
We aim to calculate the cumulant
which is one of several terms that comprise the third term of the rhs of Eq. (B9). To do this we use the first-order, Zel'dovich approximation, identity,
and we split the matrix
, depending on which LPT kernel is contained in Eq. (A32). We separately calculate each contribution:
We can sum the three pieces to get
The first term on the rhs has contributions from the kernels K 
L (2) , and the third from K 
Then, we obtain the correction to the power spectrum due to θ (1) (k) θ (0003) (k ) . This is
It is useful to define the functioñ R (0003) (r, f ) ≡ 9 7 (1 + 2f )R (0003)L2 (r) − 5 7R (0003)L3 (r),
which we plot in Fig. 2 for different values of f .
Appendix C: FREE-STREAMING SCALE
An accurate calculation of the free-streaming scale requires a fully relativistic treatment of the linear theory at early times, starting the integration of Boltzmann-Einstein equations well inside the radiation-dominated epoch; see, e.g., Ref. [58] . In our theory, one is tempted to replace the linear power spectrum obtained without velocity dispersion by the linear corrections provided by first-order correlations. In this appendix we do this only to roughly estimate the free-streaming scale of the dark matter and therefore the cutoff in the linear power spectrum. To gain insight on the validity of this approach we apply the results to the case of neutrinos. We consider the linear correction of the θ field given in Eq. (52) and take correlations of the linear terms to obtain the linear correction to the power spectrum,
where we defined the comoving free-streaming scale as the cutoff scale in the power spectrum, i.e., 
In neutrino physics one is able to calculate the velocity dispersion σ ν,0 (usually written σ 
Our result is quite similar to that in the neutrino literature: For example, Refs. [69, 79] use the mean thermal neutrino velocity c 
